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Eating Disorders
“Is our society to blame?”
By Tenley, Grade 6
As time ticks on, more and
more girls are developing eating
disorders. Numerous TV movies
have been made on the subject,
usually resolving with the main
character of the story standing up
for what she believes in. The only
problem is in these movies, the
girls don’t have to deal with half
the struggles as girls in the real
world. The problem is girls in the
movies just stop using Facebook

and social networks, and that fixes
their problem. Only in the real
world, it is impossible to completely shut out social networks; they are
now completely part of our lives
and can’t be taken out. But social
networks and made-for-t.v.-movies
aren’t the only thing to blame for
young girls eating disorders.
Magazines are the next culprit.
Ever walk into a supermarket? Just
(Continued on page 4)

Kony 2012
By Sophia, Grade 6

Photo: Kony2012.com

Many people have already heard
about Kony 2012, the revolution
against child-abusing warlord Joseph
Kony, but more are still needed to join
the revolt. Joseph Kony, head of the
LRA (Lord’s Resistance Army), has
been kidnapping children in Uganda for
26 years, barely noticed. The children
are allowed to choose their fate: serve
the LRA or die. The boys are given
guns and commanded to shoot others.
The girls become slaves. The LRA does

not have any purpose, but continues to
kidnap and kill just to pursue its existence.
The Invisible Children organization
was founded in 2004 by Jason Russell,
Bobby Bailey and Laren Poole.
Through YouTube videos, newspapers,
public gatherings, and other events,
they have managed to make Joseph
Kony famous. During Cover the Night
on April 20th, they plastered every city
around the world in Stop Kony posters,
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stickers, banners,
and murals. As the
revolution spread in
the streets and over
the internet, Invisible Children grew
bigger and bigger.
Jason Russell posted a 30-minute
Kony video which
went viral almost instant-

ly, followed by several
more. However, some
people question the
credibility of these videos and the real intentions
of the group. Jason Russell had a public
'meltdown' in California,
and was arrested for his
behavior. During Cover
the Night, messages were
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spray-painted on historic
monuments in Boston,
highly upsetting some of
the citizens.
However, to most,
Kony 2012 is protecting
innocent children, recognizing evil for what it is,
and proving that the
public can make a difference in the world.

MCAS
By Rita, Grade 6
For the last two decades, standardized testing MCAS in particular
has been a highly discussed topic by both
school committees and
educators. Years ago it
was created to ensure
that all children were
held to one state standard. In the month of
March the students take
the English half of the
test and in May the math
MCAS is taken. These
two tests are always given, and in certain grades
additional tests are added
to the two tests.
Like all things MCAS
has its pros and cons,
and many people have
their own opinions on
the test. Some don’t
mind the test and find it
helpful to know how
their child is doing in
school, however others
strongly disagree with
the test and find it puts
an unnecessary amount
of stress on students or
their children. Some par-

ents prefer to go off the
grades on their child’s
report card rather than

a role in how teachers
teach. Though it does
give them guidelines on

Photo: doe.mass.edu

their test scores. This
may be because they
don’t think that the
grades their children receive from the tests are
accurate, or they don’t
think that a test grade
reflects their child’s
knowledge.
Not only does the
test sometimes affect
students and their parents, but it can also play

what they have to teach,
it also limits them, and
does not allow teachers
to spend more time on
what they want to do.
Often, teachers end up
teaching you how to take
a test.
Although the MCAS
test can have individual
effects on just one certain student, but the
wealth of the school dis-

trict could affect a whole
school’s grades. Wealthier districts may be able
to afford new technology
and other tools to help
children learn. However,
children attending school
in a lower income may
not get these advances.
Does this affect their
scores? Perhaps, many
have considered this topic, and some find it very
unfair that some school
districts get an advantage
because of their wealth.
Yet some don’t care
about the wealth of the
district. They think that
no extra help or extra
help, the teachers have
the responsibility to
teach their students the
requirements the state
sets for both teachers
and students. Both sides
have fair arguments toward the subject.
People’s opinions
toward MCAS vary, but
overall the test has an
impact on the education
of children.
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by going there you can be
overwhelmed by magazines, each one advertising
the new, latest, and best
diet. Every headline reads
“lose 30 pounds in two
weeks” or “drop those last
nasty pounds”. The truth
is, there is no real way to
ignore it. I can’t begin to
tell you how many of those
magazines I have in my
room. And I guess it
wouldn’t be that bad to
have those magazines and
have tried the diets…
except I’m 11. Plus, I
KNOW I’m not the only
one. Every one of my
friend’s rooms I walk in,
has a pile of them. Or they
threw them away after a
year of trying. These diets
aren’t meant for us. They
are meant for 30 year-olds
at the earliest. But all the
women advertised on the
cover are recognizable
stars, who a lot of times are
16. Or if their not, if you
look at pre-photoshopped
photos of the stars, and
after, they have been made
obviously thinner.
The problem is, most of
them didn’t really go on the
diet. They are just used to
endorse the product. Yet
when we see them on the
cover, we assume they
went on the diet, and if we
go on it too we will be that
thin and pretty. And when
it doesn’t happen, many
girls turn to eating disorders as a way to be able to
control their bodies.
Okay. So say you don’t
buy the super market mag-
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azines, and you have never
even noticed them (I highly
doubt it, but just incase),
even if you don’t notice it,
you are subliminally getting
pictures of these size 0,
supposed-to-be-every-day
girls. Many billboards feature pictures of girls in bikinis, showing off their
new beach body. Even on
soda billboards, a lot of
times diet soda companies,
you see these images. As
you drive by, you may not
get to see the words, but
you do get to see the picture.
Many girls get this image into their head. This is
the vision of perfection.
The thin body, shown off
either through a fit-hugging
shirt/dress, or through a
brand new bathing suit, is
what girls want to acquire.
Girls don’t expect to look
like that, but they expect if
they at least get thinner,
they will look a little more
like this, and therefore,
“better”.
I decided to get a firsthand point of view, and
interview a friend of mine
whom has faced the challenges of an eating disorder. Due to the wishes of
the girl being interviewed,
her name will be concealed
and replaced with the name
of Lucy.
*****
Me: First question: how
old were you when you
first developed an eating
disorder?
Lucy: I had just turned 12.

Spring 2012

Me: Was it off and on after idea. I lost a few pounds
that, or did u have it con- but I couldn’t stop like I
tinuously?
had said I would. It became
extremely addicting.
Lucy: It was rare for me to
consume a meal of a Me: At any point did you
healthy portion and allow ever feel scared, or out of
myself to digest it during control?
the time of my eating disorder. I would never go Lucy: I remember one point
more than a day without when I felt pain from what
doing something unhealthy I was doing to myself. I
to lose weight.
told myself I had to stop
but realized I couldn’t beMe: What initially pushed cause I was so addicted to
you to have an eating dis- the results. That’s when I
order?
realized how bad it was.
Lucy: Hearing comments
from other people about
my weight, being larger
than all my friends, and not
being able to fit into any
outfits I thought were cute.

Me: Is that when you went
to get help?

Lucy: I didn’t go get help
till much later, that’s why
there is more damage to
my body than there would
Me: What were the sizes of have been if I'd gone for
these cute outfits usually? help earlier.
Lucy: The outfits were larg- Me: Can you explain the
er sizes but they were al- type of eating disorder you
ways in stores where the had?
clothes run small.
Lucy: I had a mixture of
Me: About what sizes two eating disorders. The
would you say the girls one I more often turned to
modeling the clothes were? was bulimia. A disorder
were you take in large
Lucy: 00 or 02 for sure.
amounts of fattening
foods. Most of the time it’s
Me: Did that ever make not because you are hunyou feel pressured to look gry, but because there is
"perfect"?
stress in your life and you
are kind of "eating your
Lucy: Despite how badly I feelings" as the saying goes.
wanted to change myself, I After the cycle of binge
never craved perfection. I eating, you do what is
just wanted to lose a little called purging, which
weight and at the spur of means you either force
the moment, an eating dis- yourself to regurgitate your
(Continued on page 5)
order seemed like a good

(Welcome continued from page 4)

food or you excessively
exercise for hours on end.
The second eating disorder
was one known commonly
in the modeling industry,
anorexia. I never actually
became what is considered
anorexically skinny but I
would go days at a time
without meals; which is
how people become anorexically skinny.
Me: Before the eating disorder started, did you try
something else to make
yourself thinner?
Lucy: Yeah, I'd been on a
dieting program and a
member of a gym.
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Me: God! How old were ject help or make things
you on your first diet?
worse?
Me: And just one final
general question: Do many
Lucy: 9.
Lucy: Nothing helped me other girls you go to school
other than my friends and with have eating disorders?
Me: 9? Wow! And when family.
you first joined a gym?
Lucy: Yes, too many.
Me: If you didn’t get your
Lucy: 11.
eating disorder under con- Me: Do you think society
trol, you were going to pressures a lot of girls into
Me: My lord! What made have to check-in to a spe- having one.
you want to start at such a cial hospital for help?
young age?
Lucy: I think so.
Lucy: Yes, but luckily I was
Lucy: I always knew I was able to get it under control Me: Thank you. You have
overweight.
in time.
been very helpful.
*****
Me: But you weren't. You Me: And what age were
Although her interview
were perfect the way you you when you were finally broke my heart (she is only
were. Did the made-for-TV able to take control of your in 8th grade) her interview
-movies, TV shows, or eating disorder?
also made me determined
school movies on the subto stop any other girls from
Lucy: 14.
developing one. Eating disorders are serious, and if
you even consider harming
yourself that severely, tell
someone. Now I’m not
going to say tell an adult,
because god knows who is
going to do that, but tell a
friend that will help you
rationalize your thoughts.
If you don’t feel comfortable with that, call the eating
disorder help hotline :
1-(847)831-3438.

Photo: cnn.com
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Eating disorders are
dangerous and scary. Before you make a comment
on someone’s weight, think
if you are hurting them.
Before you make yourself
throw up, think how much
harm you will cause to
yourself, and how you can
prevent it. Eating disorders
are unneeded, and if you
can stop even one person,
you are making a huge dif-
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Big Picture
Holocaust
By Harry, Grade 5

Photos: Harry (taken at Temple Sinai)

One of the worst periods for the Jewish people was a massive genocide in which many lost
their families and lives.
70 years ago men lost
their conscience and
now many people are
content to forget this
ever happened. We remember the Revolutionary War but grades 1- 5
do not even discuss the
Holocaust. We the people need to remember
this, for as we know so
well, history repeats it-

self. The topic is discussed later, but I believe
we should start talking
about it in second or
third grade. Why are we
content to let this be forgotten? It is completely
unfair to the Jewish people. There are memorials
for veterans why not as
many for Jewish people.
How can we just resign
ourselves to forget - it is
unfair to our ancestors,
our conscience, and our
selves.
Let me use a famous

phrase from the mind of
a man named Serling.
“All the Dachaus must remain standing. The Dachaus, the Belsens, the Buchenwalds, the Auchwitzes - all
of them. They must remain
standing because they are a
monument to a moment in
time when some men decided
to turn the Earth into a
graveyard. Into it they shoveled all of their reason, their
logic, their knowledge, but
worst of all their conscience.
And the moment we forget
this, the moment we cease to

be haunted by its remembrance, then we become the
gravediggers. Something to
dwell on and to remember,
not only in the Twilight Zone
but wherever men walk
God's Earth.”
----------------------Special thanks to Temple
Sinai and SMS 8th graders for the information
they offer to the community and school about
the Holocaust.

8th Grade
Holocaust

Projects
------------>
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Big Picture
Math In Life
By Will M., Grade 7
In the movie, Moneyball, the general manager
of the Oakland A’s, Billy
Beane, and his assistant
Peter Brand (Paul
Depodsta), a graduate
from Harvard, change
the game of baseball and
sports as a whole. What
they did was bring math
into baseball to help decide which players to
trade. They used their
math based upon a book
named The Numbers Game
by Alan Schwartz. This
book used many formulas to decide how well a
player could potentially
perform. One of them
was:
AVG=H/AB.
This formula was used to
calculate one single players batting average. H
means how many hits

and AB means at-bats.
For example, Derek Jeter
had 12 hits and 48 at
bats, which means he has
a batting average of .250.
Soon after, the slugger
percentage came into
place. This new formula
takes in the total number

for the number of doubles, 3B stands for the
number of triples, and
HR stands for the number of Home Runs. These equations are what
Billy and Paul used to
decide whom to keep or
to trade.
This was
the start of a
huge change
in
sports.
Now, more
baseball
teams were
using math
to
decide
Photo:
portlandmercury.com
of bases to get
what players
a more accurate reading
they should keep or
on the player. This fortrade. The Boston Red
mula is now:
Sox used that philosophy
to decide what players
TB=1B + 2 x 2B + 3 x
they should pick. This
3B = 4 x HR
led them to winning the
1B stands for the num2004 World Series. Now
ber of singles, 2B stands

teams throughout many
different types of sports
have been using this
method. The Celtics
have Michael Zarren as
their mathematician. He,
just like Billy Beane and
Paul Depodsta, uses
math and statistics to
decide who to keep and
who to trade.
No matter what you
think, math is everywhere. There would be
no televisions, no computers, and no architecture without math. 99%
of the jobs in the world
require the use of math.
We would not be able to
progress as a world without math. So, whether
you like it or not, math is
everywhere. And that’s a
fact.

Artwork c/o Mrs. Harris’ 2011/2012 Art Classes
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Big Picture
Weird Weather
By Jonas, Grade 6
Did you realize that
this winter in the town
of Swampscott has been
unusually warm? Remember last year we had
five snow days and we
ended school late, well
this year we have had no
snow days at all and 70
degree weather! In the
month of March we have
had weather as high as
85 degrees. A local news
station says the bug population will be off the
charts when the spring
comes, because they are
already here now! Pretty
soon we will be getting
summer bugs like bees.

Even the flowers are
sprouting already.

unusual since this is
March. On March 22 it

Photo: wcvb.com

March 19 was a record setter for Boston
this year. This is very

was 83 degrees. This year
I have already seen flowers budding. This is so

strange because the 12
years that I have lived in
Swampscott, I have never seen this type of
weather.
News reports have
been saying this has will
be the worst allergy season, because of how
mild the winter has been.
Doctor David Katzen
says in an interview with
a Fox news reporter that
mild weather could increase tree pollen. He
also says that people
who have never experienced allergies will experience them because
there is so much tree
pollen in the air.

New Shops in Town

Since 1993 Chipotle’s
has used fresh farms
products to make their
delicious servings! The
average price of food
there is at Chipotle’s is
about $7 and is now
located at 450 Paradise
Road. The store has al-

ready opened now it’s
free for food lovers like
you to enjoy. Services are
open from 11a.m to
10p.m.
I think Chipotles
would be rated a B+ because the new tacos were
okay but the chips tasted
sour for some reason,
which is the big grade
for Mexican restaurants.
However, their quesadillas saved the day and my
taste buds!

The new bookstore
Spirit of ‘762 has now
just opened on 450 Paradise Road November 16
2011! 46 years before,
the company known as
Hugo
Bookstores
opened their first store
in Marblehead. Hugo
Bookstores owns 4
bookstores, including the
Spirit of ‘762. The Spirit
of ‘762 is an independent
bookstore, unlike other
bookstores like Borders,

which means is not a
national company but a
local company. The Sprit
of ‘762 got its name from
the Sprit of ‘76 in Marblehead! For the bookworms out there the
doors open at 10 am in
the morning!
Photo: Swaampscott.patch.com

Photo: chipotle.com

By Will F., Grade 6
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Letters to the Editor
Comment? Praise? Question?
Let us know!
atlanticcompass@swampscott.k12.ma.us

Send your letters to the editor and opinion pieces to:
atlanticcompass@swampscott.k12.ma.us
Artwork c/o Mrs. Harris’ 2011/2012 Art Classes
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Opinion
A Debate Team: And Why SMS Needs It
By Ben, Grade 6
Children have their
whole lives ahead of
them, they will have a
desire to learn, and a debate team is just the
thing to get a child actively involved in finding
information about certain topics. I myself was
recently included in a
debate on whether the
U.S. should spend its
money on preventing
illegal immigration or
spending its funds on
helping illegal immigrants become U.S. citizens. The debate went
well, the team that I was
on (Prevent) lost, but it

was really fun and also a
learning experience for
me. I learned in one day,
more than I have ever
learned in a whole week.
It helped me see that
sitting in a classroom all
day is not the only way
to learn. A debate is not
just a group of people
yelling and screaming at
each other from across
the room, there are many
different kinds of debates, each with its own
set of rules.
In fact, there are so
many debate formats
that I cant even count
them all, so ill only tell

you a couple of them.
There is the parliamentary debate in which a
team of people state
their cause and are rebutted by an opposing team.
There is also the Lincoln-Douglas Debate
(The format that my
reading class chose.) in
which two teams debate
over a topic and individuals speak to defend
their cause. Many people
choose to look down on
the art of debating but
there are probably many
things that that person
does not know about.

I took a survey on
whether our school
should have a debate
team or not:

YES

NO

14

0

After reviewing the results of the survey, it
seems imminent that a
debate team should be
present in our middle
school society.

$2.55 for Nothing!
By Harry, Grade 5
Buying school lunches are impossible. You
get to lunch late, you go
into buy lunch, and it’s a
complete mess. People
are yelling, they’re out of
everything, and when
you finally get your lunch
and walk out you have
five minutes left?
Has this ever happened to you? I understand this lunch phenomenon. When I went
in to buy lunch, there
were two separate lines!

All of a sudden three
kids ran up and pushed
me out of the way the
lunch ladies and teachers
never do anything
(complete hypocrisy) and
the kids said they could
do it, because their
friend in front of me said
so, and how can you flag
down a teacher in that
kind of chaos!
Finally one day I had
people sign a petition for
ten more minutes of
lunch, but I wasn’t al-

lowed to! We need to tell
adults what we think
with a powerful message
like boycotting school
lunches until they give us
ten more minutes and a
more efficient lunch line.
Remember we have
power too !
Writers note: if you
find my writing offensive
then let me tell you I’m
just saying what every
kid in this school is
thinking.

Editor’s Note: The middle
school lunch price for the
2012/2013 year has been
raised by 10¢ to $2.65 for
students and $3.20 for teachers. The contract with food
supplier Chartwells has not
yet been voted on, pending
discussion about food quality
and satisfaction.
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Socially
Popularity
By Tenley, Grade 6
Popular:

Liked, admired,
or enjoyed by many people
or by a particular person or
group.

Popularity: The quality or
state of being popular, especially the state of being widely
admired, accepted, or sought
after .
This is the dictionary
definition of the two
words popular, and
popularity. Everyone
has their own idea of
what popularity is.
Growing up, my
mom always thought
of popularity as a
good thing, thinking
of it as having many
friends.
I always
thought there were
different groups of
popular people,
some sporty popular,
some mean popular,
some nice, popular, etc.
Whenever I talked to my
friends though, I was
surprised to hear someone I thought of as popular, in their mind, wasn’t. People who I
thought were mean, and
were completely fake
nice and popular, to
them, were just another
face, passing through the

halls. This made me
want to look into the
subject matter more, and
ask the faculty, students
and parents of Swampscott Middle School,
what popularity meant to
them.
The first question I

larity as a good thing; all
adults I asked said they
frowned upon popularity
and thought it was awful.
However, even with all
these people saying negative things about popularity, 4 in every 5 people
I asked said they wanted

cooler than everyone
else
3. Mean, and arrogant
4. Pretty and thin girls
5. Some mean people,
some nice people,
who people hang
around.
Some of these answers in

Photo: www.wordl.net

asked them was to define
what popularity meant to
them. Most said that
popularity meant you
were arrogant, snotty,
and rude. Though, some
who said this also said it
depended who you were,
most popular people did
in fact fit. Out of all the
people I interviewed,
none thought of popu-

to be popular, or used to
want to be.
When I looked at
my data, I selected some
of the most popular answers to show in my article.
1. A group of people
looked upon highly
2. A group of people
that think they are

a way alarmed me. I
asked myself one final
question: how can one
word, mean something
different to everyone,
and some of their
thoughts about it be so
negative, while others are
positive? That is when I
realized even though it is
just a word, it means so
much more.

Spring 2012
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Conscious
Don’t Be a Zebra
By Julia, Grade 6
considered a tattle-tail.
That’s not true, the only
way a bully will get
caught is if people know
there is a bully to catch.
When a bully is
caught, there are many
consequences. Most often, kids who get caught,
are not allowed to go on
special field trips, sometimes it can go as far as
involving the police. Parents are called, there are
suspensions and detentions. Bullies will also
have to sit down with
the person they bullied
and have a conversation
with them and their par-

Photo: SMS archive photo

Schools are trying
harder than ever to completely stop bullying, but
some kids don’t have
anything else to do, so
they decide to hurt others to make them feel
better. Some kids want
to get back at the people
who bullied them, but
you should always think
first, do I want to be the
better person, or do I
want to be just like that
bully?
Bullies can be anyone, girls, and boys, even
siblings. There are also
different types of bullying. Bullies could bully
someone emotionally
which is bullying
through insults. There is
also physical bullying,
which is actually when
someone puts their
hands on someone and
hurts them. The thing
about bullying is that
counselors and parents
or guardians don’t usually find out about these
things because kids are
too afraid to speak out.
Sometimes they think
that the bully will only
come after them more
and that they will be

ents.
If you are being bullied, there are many web
sites that can help you
work through it. There is
even a bullying hot line.
The number to call is 1800-273-TALK or 1-800
-273-8225. This phone
number is not meant for
joking around, so only
call if you actually have a
need to talk. If you have
any problems at school
or at home, you can call
them and they will listen
to what you have to say
without interrupting you.
When bullying goes
overboard, the outcome

is brutal. Some kids are
bullied so badly, they
can’t take it anymore. In
some cases, bullying has
led to suicide. It is bad
for schools too; parents
or guardians are suing
schools, complaining
that their child was bullied to death. It is illegal
and you will get punished for it.
The thing that I don’t
understand is that kids
still do it even though
they know the consequences. Some people
do it because they were
bullied themselves and
they want to show other
people how they felt. In
a way this can be understood, but this isn’t the
way to deal with your
problems. There are
therapists that kids can
see to work out their
problems.
Around the world,
thousands of kids are
bullied and suffer
through it everyday, my
question to you is, who
do you want to be, the
bystander, the bully, or
the person that does the
right thing. 
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Arts and
Willy Wonka Jr.
By Maya, Grade 7
CASTS
Willy Wonka Jr. has
been divided into two different casts. Over sixty
people had auditioned for
The North Shore Children's Theatre production
for Willy Wonka JR. and
every one made it into the
play. That made it hard for
all sixty people to all be in
the same cast so they had
to make two in order to
have every one be in the
play. People who had auditioned could have been
chosen for a lead, a supporting, a featured, or an
ensemble roll.
Cast A
Willy Wonka: Kate Resnek
Charlie Bucket: Cameron
Burke
Grandpa Joe: Genny Caswell
Veruca Salt: Geffan Finn
Mike Teevee: Brihat Kelkar
Agustas Gloop: Neil Sherman
Veruca Salt: Gefen Finn
Violet Beauregarde: Cici
Doherty
Mrs. Beauregarde: Faith
Brock
Mr. Salt: Jordan Selinger
Mrs. Teevee: Lexi McNealy
Mrs. Gloop: Mia Ventola
Phinouse Trout: Grace
O’Meara
Camera Man: Abi Borggaard
Candy Man: Macayla Brock

Grandma Josephina: Sara
Zanger
Grandpa George: Alice Michigan
Grandma Georgina: Kendall
Burke
Mr. Bucket: Sophia DeFronzo

Squirrels: Michaela Hope, Phineouse Trout: Katherine
Amelia Sor-Pol, Liam Sulli- Ducharme
van
Camera Man: Victoria Aguilar
Cast B
Candy Man: Brooke EdelWilly Wonka: David Du- stein
charme
Mrs. Bucket: Autum Marr
Charlie Bucket: Wade Zurn Mr. Bucket: Sam Cueva

Photo: www.broadwayjr.com

Mrs. Bucket: Hanna Walker
Kids: Sydney Finn, Neveah
McCarthy-Dion, Lilly
O’Meara, Maisie Moore,
Avery Burke, Kira Baxter,
Oompa Loompas: Kira Baxter, Kendall Burke, Neveah
McCarthy-Dion, Avery
Burke, Sydney Finn, Alice
Michigan, Maisie Moore,
Lilly O’Meara, Gwen Sullivan, Sara Zanger

Grandpa Joe: Maya Cueva
Veruca Salt: Tenley Siedel
Mike Teevee: Sklar Creen
Augustus Gloop: Aiden Keenan
Violet Beauregard: Emily
Hartman
Mr. Salt: Daniel Jacobson
Ms. Teevee: Grace Harrison
Mrs. Gloop: Olivia Growski
Ms. Beauregard: Lindsey
Grayson

Grandma Josephina: Hadley
Kaeyer
Grandpa George: Libby
Grayson
Grandma Georgina: Eliza
Durkee
Kids: Janae Cole, Joshua
Danskin, Kendall Devlin,
Kaya Grabowski, Grace
Menslage, Mallory Rubin
Oompa Loompas: Joshua
Danskin, Kendall Devlin,
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

Eliza Durkee, Libby Grayson, Kaya Grabowski,
Hadley Kaeyer, Grace
Menslage, Mallory Rubin
Squirrels: Diego Cueva,
Chloe Vail,
About the Show!
The show, Willy Wonka
JR., was written by Roald
Dahl. The show was written to let people know that
even if you have nothing,
you should always think
positively and good things
may come to you. Also, it
is to teach the lesson that
you should always tell the
truth.
Willy Wonka had made
a room in his factory that
had something each and
every one of the golden
ticket winners would enjoy.
When Augustus Gloop had
first seen the room with
the chocolate waterfall he
could not resist but eat
some of the chocolate.
The next room was the
room with the gum with a
three-course meal in it! Violet could not help but
taste, even though Wonka
had told her that the recipe
was not perfected.
The next room was
were they had squirrels
shelling there own nuts! I
think that Wonka chose
this room for Veruca because her father, Mr. Salt, is
in the nut business. Veruca
could not help but want a
squirrel, and because of her

selfish actions, she ended
up going down the bad nut
shoot.
The last room held a TV
that transported chocolate
to the comfort of your own
home. Mike Teevee could
not give in to temptation
and transported his own
self into the TV.
When Willy Wonka had
told Charlie that he had
won the contest of being
the one person to not give
into temptation he had to
tell the truth. While the
other children were trying
the new everlasting gobstopper, he and grandpa
Joe had snuck away to the
fizzy lifting room, and
drank almost all of the soda.
Willy Wonka admired
that he had told the truth,
and knew the whole time
that he and his grandfather
were in the fizzy lifting
room. He was just waiting
for the person that told the
truth to run his factory.
*****
Questions For NSCT
Staff Member Nicole
How long has NSCT been
going on?
Nicole: since fall of 2010.
What plays have been in production through this organization?
Nicole: Beauty and the
Beast, Princess Bride, Peter

Pan, Once on This Island, Emily Hartman ( Violet B):
Tony Show, Mulan, Winter Kindergarten production
Workshop, now Willy of “The Pilgrims Coming
Wonka.
to America and I played
the Native American.
What was the first play that Lindsey Grayson ( Violets
you had to direct/ organize or mom): “Oklahoma” I was
arrange?
a cow girl.
Nicole: Wizard of Oz in
2006.
What was the first play you
were in through NSCT?
What was the most difficult Emily: Mulan Jr.
play or performance in general to Lindsey: The Princess
organize?
Bride.
Nicole: Matilda, because
objects had to fly and stuff How did you discover NSCT?
everywhere.
Emily: I saw a poster on
What was the most fun perfor- the board in Borders and I
mance to put on?
was like “thats for me.”
Nicole: Mulan
Lindsey: From a friend.
What productions do you want
to put on in the future?
Nicole: Into the Woods,
The Little Mermaid, Shrek,
and Jane Eyre.

Has NSCT programs helped
you get better in acting, singing,
and or choreography?
Emily: Yes, musical stylings
of Paula.
Lindsey: Yes in ways you
Why do you want to put on that can not imagine.
specific show?
Nicole: It is high energy Have you ever watched one of
and fun and we challenge NSCT’s shows?
our actors.
Emily: No I have not.
Lindsey: I have, I watched
Cast Questions For
Beauty and the Beast and
Lindsey Grayson and Once on this Island.
Emily Hartman
If not, are you going to see cast
What was the first play you B perform Willy Wonka Jr. ?
were in?
Emily: Yes.
(Continued on page 16)
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If so are you looking to improve anything?
Emily: Yes I am always
open for improvement.
Lindsey: Yes singing.
Would you do anything like
this again even if it is not
through NSCT?

NORTH SHORE
CHILDREN’S
THEATRE
North Shore Children’s theatre has been
running since the fall of
2010. The plays/ productions that NSCT
have put on are Beauty
and the Beast, The Princess Bride, Peter Pan,
Once On this Island Jr.,
Mulan Jr., and currently

in the process of Willy
Wonka Jr. They also run
a summer program in
which over this past
summer they preformed
the play, Once On This
Island Jr. Also this past
winter I took place in a
workshop for people
who wanted to learn
more about acting such
as, choreography, set
design, costume making
and much more!
If you are interested
in signing up for any future productions or sum-

mer programs you can
visit their website

www.
northshorechildrens
theatre.org
or
e-mail them at

info@
northshorechildrens
theatre.org
or
give them a call at

(781)248-9458

AD: www.northshorechildrenstheater.org

Are you going to do the next
production through NSCT?
Emily: Yes.
Lindsey: Yes.

Lindsey: Yes I would.
Emily: Yeah, totally.
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Celebrity Obsession
By Will M., Grade 7
On may 30th, Justin
Bieber held a concert in
Oslo, Norway. Fans
crowded the street to see
him perform. But in this
craziness, 14 people were
taken to the hospital and
49 people in total were
injured. The mayor of
Oslo, Fabian Stang, issued a police investigation. They are trying to
find out what went
wrong so they can fix it
next time. All this over
one single person. Are
people over-obsessed
with celebrities? I think
so.
Currently, Grown
Ups 2 is being filmed in

Marblehead and Swampscott, which is where I
live. And that is what all
people are talking about.
People get so excited
even when they see one
of the actors on the
street. Yet celebrities are
no different than an average person. So why do
people get so obsessed
over them?
I think it is because
these people are seen
everywhere on the television, in movies, and on
the radio. They bring
entertainment into people’s lives. So, people
want to actually meet the
people who bring joy.

But in my
opinion, It
is not worth
it.
Acting
and singing
is their job
and a job
does
not
define you
as a person.
Also,
do
these celebrities
get
paid too much? It would
take a fireman 880 years
to make as much as Justin Bieber did in one
year. Also, if you took
his salary for one year
and built schools in Africa, you could build over

Grown Ups 2 in Swampscott
Photo: swampscott.patch.com

By Rita, Grade 6

Temporary sound stage at Phillips Park

Get your popcorn out
for the new movie
Grown Ups 2. The movie will be mainly filmed
in both Swampscott and

Marblehead, as well as
other locations around
the north shore. The
Swampscott Middle
School will be included

in the long list of filming
locations. They will film
at the school for only
one day on Tuesday,
June 5th. The production
company will be using
the fifth grade classrooms, meaning the fifth
graders will be using the
sixth grade classrooms.
As well as using the
middle school, the producers will also be using
Phillip’s Park to make a
fake swimming pool for

Photo: Getty Images

7,000 classrooms. As
much as it is exciting to
see celebrities in real life,
there must be a balance
between being excited
and being obsessed.

the movie. However, the
pool will not be staying.
The pool is being built
inside a temporary sound
stage.
Producers are also
looking for multiple extras to be featured in the
movie. Many went to try
out for a role as an extra.
I have a personal
connection with the
movie because my sister
was cast as an extra. I
cannot wait until the
movie is released, and it
will be interesting to see
the place I live in the
movie. 
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Gamestar Mechanic - Forest Fire
By Sophia, Grade 6
munity difficulty rating
of 4 ½ as well.
In this game, you
start in the forest where
the fire begins, and as
the 5 levels progress, you
continue into town to
warn your people. The
levels are long and extremely hard, they take
many tries to master.

Amy811 has published
many other games on
this site, including Black
and Blue Team, Wimp,
and 10 Pointless Levels.
When it comes to her
games, Amy811 uses
dangerous demons and
tricky affairs to get gamers hitting the replay button again and again.

Photos: Gamestarmechanic.com

Gamestar Mechanic is a gaming website where members can
publish their own games.
Before they are allowed
to publish, however, they
must complete a multistep quest consisting of
many games and challenges. When games are
published on this website, they are rated by the

amount of plays,
wins and losses.
My
favorite
game there is
called Forest Fire,
by user Amy811.
Out of five stars,
her game was given a community
rating of 4 ½. It
was given a com-

Summer Movie Trailers
By Ben, Grade 6
Despicable Me 2 - The
trailer of this movie has
sparked some interest of
my fellow students. In
this trailer, a whole
bunch of small, yellow
blobs start singing about
bananas and they make a
whole bunch of nonsense words while they
sing. Near the end, one

of the blobs punches
another one in the face.

and 16 year olds, I mean
8 and 9 year olds.

Battlefield America - This
movie is not what it
looks like, and the trailer
proves it. In the trailer, a
whole bunch of kids
compete to be the best
dance crew in America,
by kids I don’t mean 15

Brave - In this trailer a
young girl from Scotland
tries to become leader of
a tribe. She isn’t supposed to try because she
is a girl, but she does
anyway.

Crooked Arrows - In the
trailer for this movie, a
man brings the underdog
lacrosse team of his
town, to victory. The
people in this movie are
native American, and
they invented lacrosse so
it is important that they
win.
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Review: A Little Princess (the movie)
By Julia, Grade 6
“Little Princess,” by far
one of my favorite movies. In this adventure of
a movie, young princess
Sara Crewe is forced to
go to a boarding school
in Boston and move
from her home in India
when her dad is recruited
into the army. This
school was chosen for
her not only because it
was far away from the
war, but also because her

departed mother went to
that school as well. Sara’s
world is turned around
at that school when the
wicked head mistress,
Miss Minchin, proclaims
her father dead. Taking
away all her treasures as
pay to stay at the school,
she also banishes her to
the attic and makes her
work as a slave. Even
though this is a harsh
cruel punishment, Sara is

able to push through it
with the help of her new
friend Becky who is also
a slave, and the friends
from the school. They
also discover that her
father is not really dead.
Her father was confused
with another man who
looked like him. Since
her father had amnesia,
he could not protest or
help her daughter out of
the situation, Sara spent

many weeks mourning
over her father death.
But, when her father regains his memory when
seeing his daughter,
Becky and Sara are leave
the school and move
back to India. As for
Miss Minchin, she was
fired for abuse towards
children. I recommend
this not only because it is
a classic, because it is a
great story line. 

Nyan Cat
This Super Cute Pop Tart Cat is Unstoppable
By Meredith, Grade 5
In a world where cats are made out of pop
tarts. There is one cat that we all know about.
Nyan cat. This non-stop super cat farts out
rainbows. There are encounters with this cat
from New York to L.A. He flies in space saying meow. Check him out on www.youtube.com
Photo Creation: Wyatt

Photo Creation: Forest
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Traditional Haikus
By Julia, Grade 6
Traditional Haiku are
three lines long. The first
line is 5 syllables, the second line is 7 syllables,
and the last line is 5 syllables. All haiku poems
relate to nature, this is
called a kigo. Haiku
could revolve around the
arriving of spring or the
delicate winter world.
Haikus are short, so you
have to put as much imagery and detail into
them as possible. The
hardest part about creating a haiku is matching
the syllable count. You
could come up with this
great haiku and then
have the wrong syllable
count. When writing a
haiku, you must follow
the format. It must be
three lines and when

signing it, you must use
your last name. If you
don’t follow this format,
it will no longer be a haiku.
Haikus were invented
in Japan and were very
popular during the 9th
through the 12th century. Three Japanese men
named Basho, Buson,
and Issa were considered
haiku masters. They all
grew up in rural villages,
practicing their haiku
form. Their work is said
to influence the way haiku is written today.
If I had to choose
between writing regular
poems or haikus, I
would probably choose
to write haiku because
they are vey short, leaving you room to write

with more detail and figurative language. Haiku
also makes you think
more because sometimes
you have a great line, but
it has the wrong syllable
count. This will make
you have to use new
words and possibly have
to look up alternative
words.
Although I think it
would be more fun to
write haiku, that is just
my opinion, lots of different people like to
write about lots of other
things. What is important is that everyone
tries to write, even if it
isn’t one of your many
talents. So if you had to
choose to write something, what would it be?


Examples of a Haikus:
Gentle rains fall quiet,
Crickets Begin to chirp
songs,
Spring is arriving
-Julia
The sunlight retreats,
The forest drops its
treasures;
Death is drawing near
-Sophia
Nothing but snow flies
It is a crystal clear world
A winter wonder.
-Julia

Did You Know?
By Meredith, Grade 5







That bunnies like licorice
That most lipsticks contain fish scales
That reindeer like bananas
Birds need gravity to swallow
That an ostrich’s eye is bigger than their
brain
That frogs can’t eat without closing their
eyes







You can’t tickle yourself
Lions can't roar until the age of 2
There is no such thing as naturally blue
food
Popcorn was invented by the Aztecs
Most cows produce more milk when they
listen to music
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and Fun!
What To Do Before December 21, 2012
By Ricky, Grade 6
Before the world ends, you should do a few things…
1. Go watch the 2012 London Olympics and cheer for
anyone you like.

5. Try to get a cat to sit on your head.
6. Buy thousands of balloons and tie them to your
back then fly to the moon

2. Buy a shark and attach
a laser to its back, and
make it eat marshmallows.

7. Go to California and
ask a celebrity out.
8. Go swimming with dolphins and feed them.

3. Bite a rainbow and
swallow a part of it.

9. Make a documentary of
yourself and sell it to everyone on your street for
$1,000,000.

4. Tell everyone that the
world is going to end, if
they say it isn’t, then say
the Mayans said that it
would.

10. Ride your pet unicorn
to Planet X, and start a
new civilization of super
mountain dwarves.

Photo: sheares.nus.edu.sg

Bigfoot Sightings
By Will F., Grade 6
Ever since 1811 the
world has known the
name Bigfoot or Sasquatch. David Thompson first spotted some
big footprints fourteen
inches long and eight
inches wide with only
four toes.
From sightings over
the years, people claim
Bigfoot is 9 ft tall and

weighs 900 pounds
(wow). Bigfoot has been
spotted all over the
country, even in Massachusetts!
On June 28, 2011 in
Western Mass. a couple
found Bigfoot prints
chasing deer prints and
hears a couple of deep
ape grunts. Keep your
eyes out in case you ever

come across him! 

Photos: realbigfootphotos.com
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Life Without Technology
By Will M., Grade 7
could think about was
the technology and wondering when it was going
to come. This made me
realize how much people
rely on technology and
what this society has
came to.
Technology is everywhere. Especially in this
country. And it is growing by the second.
Google has created glass-

es that works as a phone,
called Project Glass,
which could be released
as early as the upcoming
Christmas season. You
can get the same movie
theatre quality in the
comfort of your own
house.
But what would happen if all this technology
stopped working? We
would all go crazy. Tech-

nology has changed from
a want to a need in the
course of only 40 years.
It has come to the point
where someone could
live their whole life in
their house and never
have to leave. But the big
question is, how is this
affecting us as a population.

Photo Creation: Wyatt

Recently, my house
had a power outage because of a broken wire.
Throughout the day, I
had no power in my
house and my homework was finished in only to hours. So, I had
nothing to do for over 5
hours. It was raining out
so I had nothing to do.
But, I mainly felt out of
place and stressed. All I

What Would Happen If There Were No Computers?
By Alessandra, Grade 5
Well, the first thing I
thought of was not having Ms.Paine, which
would stink! But, we also
wouldn’t have downloadable games, Internet,
Microsoft word, face
chat, e-mail, and the

thing we all rely on most,
search engines. Although
we would still have
books and other resources, which would
have to be made on a
printing press or typewriter because we

wouldn’t have computers
to type them on! Wait,
you actually WOULDN’T have that many other resources than books!
At least not that I can
think of off the top of
my head. Have you ever

realized how much we
actually rely on computers? There are so many
things we couldn’t have,
do, or find without
them!
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Tech Bytes
Stuxnet
By Will F.
ed was Iran! The virus
mostly targets computers
running Microsoft Windows.
The worm virus
spreads to your computer like lice, because it
needs to attach to a
worker in the computer.
Then it spreads to more
computers in the company, bringing the info collected back to the attacker. Then, the attacker
sends his own info to the
company, until there is a

meltdown and possible
explosion.
However, to protect
against the menace, you
will need some sort of
virus detector for checking to see if anything has
been changed when the
attacker sends the info
back!
Most likely your computer is fine, but it is always good to be safe and
use virus protection!

Photo Creation: Wyatt

Warning, warning! Is
your computer being
hacked? Then your problem could be Stuxnet!
This computer threat has
been around for at least
two whole years and
started by the click of a
keyboard.
It has taken down at
least one major power
plant in the USA since
its birth. This one virus
has interrupted at least
seven countries or more
and the one most affect-
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Red Sox Update
By Josh, Grade 7
The 2012 Red Sox
season is underway and
this is just a look at the
good and bad things for
the Red Sox this year.
Jacoby Ellsbury had
an amazing year in 2011
after having broken ribs
in 2010. He was second
in the Most Valuable
Player Award voting to
pitcher Justin Verlander.
He won the 2011 Gold
Glove and Silver Slugger
awards. He entered the
30-30 club with 39 stolen
bases and 32 home runs.
He was the recipient of
the American League
Comeback Player of the
Year Award. He led
MLB with his 364 total
bases and 83 extra base
hits. He was third in
MLB in runs (119), hits
(212), and doubles (46).
He was eighth in MLB in
batting average (.321, 5th
in AL). He was ninth in
MLB in stolen bases (39,
4th in AL), and slugging
percentage (.552, 6th in
AL). He was tenth in
MLB in runs batted in
(105, 6th in AL) and on
plus slugging (OPS, .928,
5th in AL). He was
twelfth in MLB in home
runs (32, 5th in AL).
That was an awesome
year for him, previously

only known for his terrific speed. Considering
he was a leadoff man,
getting 100 RBIs is even
more impressive than

numbers, especially after
subluxing his shoulder
early in the season, putting him on the disabled
list for months to recover. But, if he comes
back from that injury as
amazingly as he did from
his last injury, the results

Photo: soxshooter.blogspot.com

usual.
If new manager Bobby Valentine chooses to
bat him third or fourth,
he will have many more
opportunities to get big
hits with men on base.
He had stellar defense,
not making a single error
all season. Chances are
he will not have the same

should be extraordinary.
Adrian Gonzalez was
traded to the Red Sox
from the Padres in the
off-season before 2011.
Most people thought
that his swing was built
for Fenway Park. After
2011, they knew it. He
earned the 2011 Gold
Glove and Silver Slugger

Awards while coming in
seventh in MVP voting.
He led MLB in hits with
213. His .338 batting
average was second only
to Miguel Cabrera. He
was third in MLB in total
bases (345, 2nd in AL to
Ellsbury). He was fifth
in MLB in runs batted in
(117, 3rd in AL). He was
sixth in MLB in doubles
(45) and on base percentage (.410, 3rd in AL).
He was seventh in MLB
in runs (108, 5th in AL),
on plus slugging (.957,
3rd in AL), and extra base
hits (75, 5th in AL). He
was eleventh in MLB in
slugging percentage
(.548, 7th in AL). The
only thing that was lower
than expectations was
his home run total.
Chances are that this
year, he will get the thirty
-plus home runs that he
usually gets. He is durable, can hit for contact
and power, and is one of
the best defensive first
baseman in all of baseball. Red Sox fans can
look forward to seeing
him perform well for
many years to come.
Dustin Pedroia had
another great year in
2011. It was not another
MVP year, but he did
place ninth in the voting.
He earned another Gold
Glove award thanks to
(Continued on page 25)
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his stellar defense. He
was sixth in MLB in bases on balls (86, 6th in
AL). He was seventh in
MLB in hits (195, 6th in
AL). He was twelfth in
MLB in runs (102, 8th in
AL). He was thirteenth
in batting average (.307,
7th in AL) and on base
percentage (.387, 7th in
AL). After missing most
of the season from injury
in 2010, he came back
and set career highs in
home runs and stolen
bases.

David Ortiz went
into 2011 looking for a
multi-year contract. He
is getting older but he
had a stunning year,
proving that he is still a
talented player. He won
a Silver Slugger award in
2011. He was fourth in
MLB in on plus slugging
(.953). He was seventh
in MLB in slugging percentage (.554, 4th in AL).
He was eighth in MLB in
on base percentage (.398,
4th in AL). He was eleventh in MLB in batting
average (.309, 6th in AL).

He was fourteenth in
MLB in extra base hits
(70, 9th in AL). He was
fifteenth in bases on
balls (78, 9th in AL). Also, he had 29 home runs
and 96 runs batted in.
He did not get the longterm deal that he was
looking for, so he will
probably be trying for it
again in 2012.
There are many new
additions to the Red Sox
for this season, including
Kelly Shoppach, Cody
Ross, and Nick Punto.
Carl Crawford will be

The Bruins and Free Agency
By Harrison, Grade 7
Bruins will most likely
sign some free agents
and let some of their
players go. Chris Kelly
and Gregory Campbell
are two free agents from
the Bruins. Chris Kelly
should definitely be
signed again, he is a
proven leader and goal
scorer and has finally got
into his prime as a Boston Bruin. Gregory
Campbell is a true team
player able to score goals
and fight and play mostly
play on all sides of the
puck. Gregory Campbell
may be good, but they
should only keep him if

once again the price is
right.
Alexander Semin is a
forward for the Washington Capitals. Semin is
relatively good goal scorer but not only do most
of the Bruins dislike him,
he is described as a mefirst type of player and
will not come cheap,
which means most teams
will want to avoid him,
including the Bruins.
Zach Parise is a very serious subject in NHL
free agency and the Bruins want him badly. To
make some room don’t
be surprised if Ference
or even Thomas is gone

looking for a comeback
season. Mike Aviles was
added last year and is
starting at shortstop this
year. Newly added manager Bobby Valentine
could help the team out
a lot. Also, the new
playoff format adds a
new wildcard, so the Red
Sox have a better chance
of reaching the playoffs.
Overall, I think 2012
will be a big year for the
Red Sox.

Photo: bruins.com

(Continued from page 24)

next year. Matt Carle is a
defensive defensemen on
the Flyers and could be
an accurate replacement
for Joe Corvo.
Niklas
Grossman is another
talented blue liner who
could also replace Joe
Corvo, although Michigan State’s Torey Krug
who was recently joined
the Bruins, may be a
more than reasonable
and (cheap) replacement.
Jordan Caron may be
playing great hockey of
late, but if it is possible ,P.A Parenteau would
make an even better replacement. Jordan Caron
is not a free agent, but

he will most likely be the
forward that will be
moved if the Bruins
want to make some
changes on offense( sorry Jordan but you will
be in Providence for a
while). By the time you
read this article some
players on this list may
be signed to other teams
or some may be wearing
the Black and Gold next
season next season. The
Bruins will make all of
the changes possible to
help improve the chances of winning.
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Next Season Predictions
By Harrison, Grade 7
NHL

NFL

MVP: Peeke Reene; Nashville predators Goalie. Reene
will have a break out season next year after failing his
team in the playoffs leading his team to a divison title.

MVP: Tom Brady New England Patriots; Brady the
best hands down, end of story.

Best Goaltender: Peeke Reene: Peeke deserves this title
the most title most and his extreme talent will show.
Surprise Team: Edmonton Oilers; The oilers will have
actually do something with their third straight first
round draft and make it to the playoffs, and with that
Jordan Eberle will be recognized as the NHL’s most
powerful forward.
Most Disappointing Team: Vancouver Canucks; Averter
getting beat down by the kings the Canucks last few
dream seasons will be over. Luango will most likely be
traded to the maple leafs and the Canucks will spend
the next season fighting for the 7th seed
Players On The Incline: Torey Krug, Boston Bruins,
Pekke Reene, Tukka Rask Boston Bruins, Jordan
Eberle Edmonton Oiliers, Henrik Lunquist New York
Rangers.
Stanley Cup Champions: L.A Kings. The Kings will repeat next year with a dominating performance by my
man Jonathan Quick, and their captain Dustin Brown.

Top Rusher: Arian Foster; If he manages to stay healthy
he will have a monster year, but only is he stays
healthy.
Surprise Team: Miami Dolphins: I just have a gut feeling that they will have a great year.
Most Disappointing Team: Buffalo Bill; despite all the
hype the bills will not live up to their expectations despite newly acquired super stars.
Best Receiver: Wes Welker; for the fourth year he will be
the best #4more years
Best Quarterback: Tom Brady; with new receivers in
New England he will break records…..again.
Super Bowl Champions: New England Patriots; Ok I
might be a little bias because I love the Patriots but
you have to admit they are good now that they have
surrounded by talent and the defense may improved
they will be a treat this year.
Artwork c/o Mrs. Harris’ 2011/2012 Art Classes
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Student Spotlight
The Islander
By Josh, Grade 7
Part 1 (originally published
June 2011)
One day there was a
man named James.
James ran out of money
to afford to stay at his
apartment. He had a
week to get the money
he needed. He went
walking one day when he
found a newspaper. He
started to read the newspaper and he saw an advertisement in it for a
man who could stay on
an island for a month
with only a survival knife
and enough food to last
a week. It paid the
amount of $1 million
dollars. He decided to do
it. He went to the address the advertisement
said to go to and
knocked on the door. A
man in a lab coat that
was four sizes too big
answered it.
“I’m here for the job
that pays 1 million dollars,” said James. “I believe it had something to
do with staying on an
island for a month.”
“Oh, good,” said the
man. “Come with me.”
James followed the man
into the building. They

walked into a room with
nothing in it but a wooden dresser and an uncomfortable looking
chair. The man walked
over to the dresser and
took out a survival knife.
“Am I going to go to
the island now?” asked
James.
“No,” said the man.
“In one hour you will be
going to the boat that
will take you to the island. Until then you will
wait in this chair while I
go get your food. The
man left the room and
James sat down. He
waited for what seemed
like a very long hour.
When the man came
back, he had a crate.
“What’s in the crate?”
asked James.
“Inside this crate is a
special type of food and
a survival knife,” said the
man. “Before you ask,
the food is ‘special’ because it is packaged and
right now it is powder. It
will turn into food when
you put a small amount
of saltwater on it. Now
follow me to my car and
we will drive to the
boat.”

James silently followed the man out of
the house and to the car.
The man drove the car
while James waited in the
passenger seat. They
drove to a dock with a
small rowboat docked on
it. James got out took
the crate out of the car
and got on the boat. As
soon as he got on the
boat with the crate, the
boat broke.
“Oh, dear,” said the
man. “I’ll have to fix
this.”
*****
Part 2
The man in the lab
coat said, “Oh no, that
was the last of my powdered food. Well, I suppose I will have to think
of something else.” He
thought for a moment
and said to James, “Well,
you will just have to
share the powdered food
with Ted.”
“Wait a minute,
who’s Ted?” asked
James.
“He’s the other man
staying on the island,”
said the man.

“Will I have to share
the million dollars with
him?” asked James.
“No, of course not. I
have a million dollars for
both of you,” said the
man.
“Where did you get
all that money?” asked
James.
The man said, “All
you need to know is that
I am a rich scientist.
Now wait here while I
go get a new boat.” Half
an hour later he came
back with an enormous
crane, which was carrying a motorboat built for
two people. He let it
down in the water and
got in the driver’s seat.
“Get in,” he said. James
got in the boat and the
man in the lab coat
drove them for several
hours.
“How much longer?”
James asked irritably.
“Just a little while
longer,” said the man.
“What’s your name?”
asked James.
“For now, just call
me Mr. Scientist,” said
Mr. Scientist.
(Continued on page 28)
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“Ummm…. Okay,”
said James. Suddenly, it
got very dark. James
looked up and saw that
there were several storm
clouds in the sky. In
fact, he could not see any
of the sky because there
were clouds everywhere.
Before he could say anything, the boat started
rocking uncontrollably.
The ferocious waves
were hitting it with extreme force. It started to
rain lightly but was getting harder every second.
Everything was quickly
brightened up by a blast
of lightning in the distance. The light died
down just as soon as it
had appeared. A crackle
of thunder was heard
almost immediately after
the lightning stopped.
“Let’s get out of here
NOW!” yelled James.
“I’m trying!” exclaimed Mr. Scientist. “I
think the engine’s dead.
It doesn’t really make
much difference anyway.
This storm is way too
strong for this boat too
handle.” Another blast
of lightning came down
right next too the boat.
The light blinded James
and he hit his head on
something hard, which

knocked him out instantly.
When he woke up the
first thing he felt was a
sharp pain in his skull.
Then, he opened his eyes
and saw that he was lying
down on the beach, facing the water. When he
turned around he saw a
middle-aged man walking down the beach towards him. He stood
up and waited for the
man to get to him.
Then, he asked, “Who

sharing food with you
when I got here. But on
the way here, there was a
lightning storm and I hit
my head. Then, I woke
up here,” said James.
“Well, it sounds like
that scientist must be in
trouble,” said Ted.
“And if he’s in trouble, we can’t get paid.
Maybe we should look
for him. He must have
washed up near you.”
James and Ted started to walk but James’s
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are you?......And where
are we?”
The man replied, “My
name is Ted and I don’t
know where we are. I
was dropped off here by
a scientist who offered
me a million dollars to
stay on an island for a
month.”
“The same thing happened to me and the scientist said I would be

head was still in a lot of
pain. They decided to sit
down for a while to let
him rest. Ted told James
that he had lost most of
his food during a flood.
They only had enough to
last about a week and a
half. Ted left for a while
to get his backpack with
all of his food in it.

They put some saltwater on some of the
food. A hamburger and
fries appeared instantly.
They split the meal.
When they were done,
James’ head was not
hurting so bad anymore
so they decided to start
looking for Mr. Scientist.
First, they went
around the entire beach
looking for anything that
might reveal his location.
They could not find anything so they went up
the beach and into the
forest near it. They
checked all of the trees
and looked for any footprints but could not find
him. While they were
looking they saw a
movement in the bushes.
They quickly approached
the bushes and found
Mr. Scientist hiding
there. He looked fine.
He was not injured or
scratched at all. Just by
looking at him, it would
be impossible to tell that
he had just been in a
boat accident.
“We were looking for
you,” said James. “Why
were you hiding from
us? And why don’t you
look hurt at all? We
were just in a boat accident.”
(Continued on page 29)
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“Well, I suppose I
have to tell you the
truth,” said Mr. Scientist.
“My real name is Erik
Craner. I brought you
both here so that I could
observe your reactions to

the situation. After the
boat accident, I went to
my secret laboratory and
healed myself. Also, I
was never going to pay
you. I was just going to
leave you on this island
and keep restocking your
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food without you knowing.”
“Do you actually
have millions of dollars?” asked Ted.
“Yes, I do. I guess I
am going to have to pay
you now that you have

discovered my secret.”
He brought them home
after that and gave them
each their million dollars.
James was able to move
out of his old apartment
and get a house.
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The Mist
By Alessandra, Grade 5
He opened the door,
and saw it. The sign from
his nightmare. The one
that told him to “go to
the cellar”. The one that
said “she’ll be there”. He
thinks, he hopes, it is
talking about his lost
mother, but he’s not sure.
He hasn’t seen her since
he was six; he’s eleven
now. His dad says he
used to go, “ Where’s
Mommy? Where’s Mommy?” and his dad would
just say “at work” and
whisper, “for a long, long
time.” After a while, he
began to ask, “When is
mommy coming home?”
and his dad would just
say, “I don’t know sport,
nobody does.”

Glitter the Glitter-Corn
By Ricky, Grade 6

One sunny morning in
He walked in, he was majestic forest, Glitter
went outside to play with
scared out of his mind,
but he walked in. He took his friends. A Glittera step onto the staircase. Troll was prancing in the
clearing, where Glitter
It was so old, and it
and his friends met everycreaked so loud, he felt
day to play. Glitter’s
like he would fall
friends were crazy scared.
through. And he did. It
However, Glitter was
was very foggy, misty ala
brave
unicorn. He went
most. Then he saw her,
out to the field and told
his mom. She had a gas
the Troll to leave, kindly
mask on, he wondered
why. Then he could tell. of course. The Troll did
His breath began to fade not listen to Glitter, in
fact, he threw glitter at
and he could see his
Glitter. Glitter was NOT
mom crying. He should
have immediately gone to happy. The Troll vanher. Hugged her and told ished…
Glitter ran back to his
her how much he missed
friends.
They gaped at
and loved her. But it was
him
with
fear. He had
too late. It was too late
been transformed, into a
for everything. All because of the mist.

Glitter-corn. Not knowing what to do, he ran
away. Far into the depths
of the forest.
Glitter lived a happy
life. He had adapted to
the “powers” of a Glittercorn. He made new
friends and they were all
exotic creatures. One day
he met the Glitter-troll
that threw the glitter at
him, and they even became friends.
Glitter is a great Glitter-corn. Or, he was until
a star fell on him… He is
one of the many people/
creatures that shape our
very lives.
The End….for now. 
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NAME ACROSSTIC
MA
ASH--UP
By Alessandra, Grade 5

Children are…
By Meredith, Grade 5

There are LOTS of cool name acrostics here in the
computer lab, so I’m going to make my name with
some phrases from my favorite acrostics!!!

Amazingly amazing
Loves pigs
Extraordinary!!!
Supercalafragalisticexpialadocious
Silly
Adorable
Nifty
Dangang-nabbit!
Rambunctious
A human

Children are jokers,
laugh with them
Children are curious,
explore with them
Children are energetic,
keep up with them
Children are loveable,
cuddle with them
Children are magical,
fly with them
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The Last Dragonborn
By Sean, Grade 7
The man awoke with a
strange feeling. His body
was sore, and he was
adorned with bruises, scars,
and blood. The man
checked his surroundings
for his belongings. Finding
none, he stood to his feet
and began to really look
around. He was in a cell it
seemed. He panicked a
little bit, but something
caught his attention. A
small pin on the floor,
which could allow him to
lock pick the door. The tall
man stepped toward the
cell door, and gently put
the pin inside the lock,
twisting and turning the
pin until he heard a small
click. He flung the cage
door open, and laughed’

leave us!”

“ No cell can hold the
mighty Talgeron”

“ Stop prisoner!”

Talgeron started to make
his way toward the door to
get out of the prison when
he heard a young boy and
women pleading him to
stop.
“ Wait, please stop don’t

Talgeron paused for a minute, and walked back to
the two and said.
“ Why Should I help you?”
“ You should help us, because they’re going to kill
me, and my son… Please
you have to do something.”
Talgeron sighed, and nodded, picking at their lock,
when suddenly the door
opened with guards coming down the steps of the
prison. The guards were
surprised to see the man
out of his cage, and they
yelled at him.

Talgeron paid no mind to
the guards and kept picking
at the lock. The guards
became angry, and kept
yelling “ Stop Prisoner”
over, and over again until
taking action, pulling out
their swords. They ran over
to Talgeron, and right be-

fore they struck, Talgeron
was able to open the door,
and dodge the sword.
“ Ha-ha! Your intelligence
runs short my friends. You
have never faced the
mighty Talgeron in hand to
hand combat…”
The guards replied with a
snarl, and a faint laugh.
“ The last time I check we
have swords, and you
don’t!”
“ Oh? Right... Well don’t I
feel a little sheepish.”
Talgeron stepped back as
both of the guards stepped
forward, pushing him towards the wall with each
step. The guards became
more and more threatening. He then glanced at the
two he freed running away.
“Look they’re escaping!”
Both the guards were stupid enough to look, allowing Talgeron to grip both
the heads, slamming them

together, knocking the
guards out.
“I told you that your intelligence was running short.”
Talgeron started to loot the
guards, searching their
pockets, and stealing what
they owned including their
clothes. Talgeron equipped
himself in armor and both
the swords, walking out of
the cell looking just like
one of the guards he just
knocked out. He did not
see the women and child so
they must have escaped.
“ Hey soldier, are the prisoners awake?!!”
Talgeron turned his head
to spot a short fat man he
couldn’t help but chuckle a
bit. He looked like an
Oompa Loompa.
“ No, they are not awake.”
“ Well, then wake them up
you useless Red Guard!”
Talgeron had dealt with
these kind of people many
times before, so all he had
to do was spread some of
his charm on the man. Doing so, he told the man to
let the prisoners rest for a
little bit longer so they
could give their best show.
The Oompa Loompa
agreed and walked away,
allowing Talgeron to search
(Continued on page 33)
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for the exit. In this strange
place, Talgeron had a uneasy feeling suddenly.
Turning, he looked at the
wall behind him. Something was written on it, and
the words had an aura
around them. The man
read the words. “ Fus Ro
Dah.” He had no idea what
it meant but he didn’t care.
He pulled himself back to
reality and began searching
for a way out. Soon after
that he found an exit.
“ Gate Keeper open up I
have a mission to get
something for the master.”
He said to the man guarding the entrance and exit.
The gate keeper let him
pass. Talgeron got out of
the place walking out into
the forest.

land as a simple traveler.
However, he had become
known across all of Skyrim.
Talgeron was in the town
of Riverwood buying food,
and visiting the blacksmith’s forge to make his
own blade. Talgeron saw a
few things that interested
him while in town. A few
books caught his eye,
which surprised himself
since he never read anything at all, even if he
wanted to he could not
read.
“Hey, how much for these
sets of books?”
The shop keeper answered
with a smile.
“For the great Dovakin
nothing, it is completely
free of charge.”
“Ha-ha thanks my friend.”

*****
one year later
*****
A year after Talgeron
found the strange words
written on the wall he was
able to use them. He had
killed many things since
then, and earned himself a
title as soon as he used the
strange words, which came
to his mouth naturally at
the right time. He earned
the title of, Dovakin the
last Dragon Born. He was
not part of any ruling
force, journeying across the

Talgeron smirked slightly,
and gave the shopkeeper
the sum of 300 gold.
“Thank you for you trouble sir.”
Talgeron left, and walked
right over next to his next
objective – the blacksmith.
Talgeron wasn’t too keen
on the blade his was wielding. They were all so heavy
to him, so he asked the
blacksmith to forge him a
blade with a sharp curved
edge 5 feet long, and 2

inches wide. When the
blacksmith heard this
strange request he laughed,
and said:
“You will not be displeased
with my work, but it will
not be perfect”
“Make it perfect, and I will
give you a nice fat bonus.”

ple who take advantage of
women, hurt them, and
disgrace them in public.”
Talgeron was mad, and he
showed it his facial expression, displaying rage toward the man. He shouted
again, with two words this
time.
“Fus Ro!”

Talgeron also found an
Tavern he could stay at. He
had not had a decent drink
or sleep in a while, so he
stepped inside and walked
towards the bar. He saw a
man treating his wife with
disrespect, calling her vulgar names. It was none of
his business so the man
simply sat down, and asked
for Ale.
‘Minutes later he received
his drink. He took a long
gulp then he heard a harsh
smack. Looking behind
him, the girl was on the
floor holding her red check
crying. Talgeron walked up
to her husband, and
punched him dead in the
gut. The man responded
with a punch toward him,
but Talgeron caught it, and
said’

This time the man staggered backwards, and was
knocked off his feet. Dishes went flying off the table
smacking the rude man on
the floor in the face;
“Now this is not your
lucky day sir. You have
angered Talgeron The last
Dragon Born, and I shall
not allow you to step out
of this room unharmed.
SO, I wi ll blow you out.”
‘The man replied with a
confused,
“What?”
“Fus Ro Dah!!!”

The man was blown back a
bit.

‘The rude man was blown
out the door of the tavern
and so was the wall of the
inn as it fell down almost
on him. After Talgeron sat
down, and then sighed
when he heard a females
voice,

“You know I really cannot
stand people like you. Peo-

“ Dragon Born I have a
quest for you.”

“ Fus!”
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Marshmallow Acrostic
By Alessandra, Grade 5

Mmmmmmm, delicious!
Amazing in s’mores.
Roasted over a fire is the best way to eat them.
Such a yummy dessert!

Marshmallow fluff is also great.
Always good with chocolate.
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Have them all the time.

Lovely to eat.
Lots of sugar!
On top of sweet potatoes, they are great.
White fluffy goodness.
Sometimes they give you a belly ache
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Movie Monster?
By Harry, Grade 5
Not quite...wolves have
been the villains in many
movies and books. In
Twilight, the wolves are as
big as teenage rhinos! It
all started back in medieval times when people
thought wolves were the
devil in disguise, followed by Little Red Riding Hood. When Alaska
was colonized, wolf pelts
and ears started to be
worth money. Did you
know wolf hierarchy and
society was the basis for
native society and hierarchy—incredible, right?
Wolves kill few people
and the few who are
killed usually threaten or
hurt them. This is a short
story I created to show
the view of an Alaskan
wolf in the 1960s .
*****
Eagles Eye looked
out across the snow before following his brothers, when he heard a
metal grinding, like a
thousand wolf paws on
rocks. Nearby, the
hunter looked over the
snow from the plane,
loading the rifle, and

carefully taking aim at
the wolves, baited by the
scent of meat after a
hard winter. Eagles Eye
tore into the musk ox
voraciously, knowing he
would be pushed away
when the Alphas arrived.
His brother and sister
did the same, when a
loud crack was heard.
The hunter smiled. The
shot had hit the wolf
right between the eyes.
The pelt would be worth
full value. He signaled to
his companions and they
fired as one. By then
Snow Foot and Eagles
Eye were
running
from the
lightning
bolts that
were following
them.
Then it
happened.
Time
seemed to
slow as
the lightning hit
the tendon on
Snow
Foot’s leg

and caused him to crash.
Eagles Eye’s eyes were
wide with fear. The
hunter cursed, the wolf
had reached the pack
leaders, now hiding in
the cave. The hunter ordered his pilot to land.
The pilot had some difficulty, but managed to
touch down. The hunter
jumped out, then was
overcome with worry
and felt scared. But he
also felt he had no
choice but to pursue his
prey. When the white
man came, everything
had changed. He slowly
followed the wounded
wolf’s tracks to the cave.
Eagle Eye hid in the
back of the cave and

timidly followed the Alphas out towards the
hunter. The shot rippled
through the air and everything went black. The
hunter dropped to his
knees as he saw the great
animal fall. He knew in
his heart he had committed a terrible crime as an
Eskimo. Slowly he pulled
out his spiritual knife. He
knew guns were not fit
for this task. Slowly he
said a prayer before taking out a picture of his
family, and stabbing
himself through the
heart, his eyes glazing
over slowly. Like the
wolf’s, beside him.
Photo : alaskawolves.org
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Complaints
By Harry, Grade 5
American Kid Complaints:
I want to do this
I want more
This doesn’t work
Wrong color
Lybian Kid Complaints:
We have no fresh water
The army betrayed us
Our family members were killed
Our lives were destroyed

African Kid Complaints:
We have no clean water
Poachers have destroyed the country
Police officers are bribed
Our native lands are not protected
and American kids have a hard life?!
Authors note:
I wrote this to show how much we complain about things
that mean so little, and so that we realize how lucky we are.
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Mexican Kid Complaints:
Our government is corrupt
Our officials are bribed
Drug cartels are the rulers
We have no food
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The Last Word
You may be one of the VERY scared 8th graders at Swampscott Middle School.
There are a lot of different things about next you could be scared of. Going to a different high school than all of your friends. Making new friends from other middle
schools, and losing old ones from yours. Not fitting in, or letting popularity get to
your head. Different people, different schedules, different halls, different locker combination, different, different, different. But never fear, real freshmen are here! I’ve
gathered up some real freshmen from Swampscott High to offer advice to help you
get ready for next year!

“You make lots of new friends. Not only freshmen, but sophomores, juniors, and seniors too” - Gabby A.
“It’s not as bad as movies make it out to be.” - Luke O.
“Maybe the one positive thing about being a freshman is the independence”
- Kate W.
“As a freshman you want to try as many things as you can, then drop the
bad ones along the path of high school” - Megan R.
“The independence is great. We aren’t treated like babies” - Rikki R.
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